Abstract.The temperature variation have a larger effect on metal material condensation crispness properties, its impact is nonlinear, and the method for measuring the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness based on least square method is raised. The ultrasonic technology is utilized to collect related signal of metal material condensation crispness. The correlation between ultrasonic spectroscopy is calculated, and the relationship analysis model of the temperature changes and the metal material condensation crispness is given, to complete the measurement experiment for the effect of temperature change on the metal material condensation crispness. The experimental results show that, on the basis of the proposed algorithm to measure the effect of temperature variations on metal material condensation crispness, can greatly improve the accuracy of measurement, so as to meet the needs of practical applications.
Introduction
With the development of the construction industry, the construction safety requirements are also getting higher and higher [1] . Metal material as a main building materials, the condensation crispness is core factor influencing construction quality [2] . A large number of studies show that, temperature variation have great effect on metal material condensation crispness [3] . Therefore, in order to ensure the quality of construction, the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness have to be measured precisely [4] . Thus, measurement method of the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness, has become the core problem need to be researched in the construction field, and attracts the attention of many experts and scholars [5] . At current stage, the main measuring method of the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness includes the measurement method based on the feature spectrum algorithm, the measurement method based on image difference algorithm, the measurement method based on infrared signal [6] [7] [8] . The measurement method of effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness plays a vital role on construction safety, therefore, has a broad space for developing [9] .
With the traditional measurement method based on infrared signal to measure the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness, due to the uncertainty of temperature variation, the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness is non-linear, resulting in inaccurate traditional measuring method [10] .
The optimization of measurement method for the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness
With the traditional measurement method to measure the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness, due to the uncertainty of temperature variation, the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness is non-linear, resulting in inaccurate traditional measuring method. To this end, a measurement method for the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness based on least square method is proposed. The measuring method for metal material condensation crispness During the measuring process of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness, the covering area of the building is ( , )( 1,2, , )
, the corresponding feature space can be , according to the following formula to calculate the square difference of metal material condensation crispness measurement error:
, the coordinate of the point is described by 0 0 0 ( , ) R y z . According to the following formula the distance between the sampling sites and the geometric center of building can be calculated:
Because the calculation process is too complex, so, the above formula need to be simplified, thus obtains the following results:
，finally，it can be obtained the following results:
With the following formula can measure the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness: 
（5）
According to the method described above, the ultrasonic technology is utilized to collect related signal of metal material condensation crispness. The correlation between ultrasonic spectroscopy is calculated, according to the correlation to achieve anti interference treatment of ultrasonic, so as to provide data base for the measurement of the influence of temperature variation on the metal material condensation crispness. By using the least square method to complete the measurement of the influence of temperature variation on the metal material condensation crispness. The relationship model of temperature variation and metal material condensation crispness Figure 1 is the structure schematic diagram of the metal material, the general metal material is strong coupling layer A, the condensation crispness of it is a E , the thickness of the material is s t .
The bottom building structure is set to be S, the thickness is s t , the condensation brittleness is s E . The above coefficients need to be analyzed for relationship analysis of temperature variation and metal material condensation crispness: Figure 1 structure schematic diagram of two asymmetric layers When measuring condensation brittleness, if temperature changes, condensation brittleness coefficient will change, thus affecting the mechanical properties of metal materials construction crispness. Condensation brittleness coefficient shows by metal material is: 
（7）
Expression equation of the calculation of condensation brittleness before and after the change temperature are compared to know that, the reason to trigger metal material condensation crispness change is the coupling effect, produced when the temperature of A layer is changed, a condensed brittleness deformation X is formed in the process of metal material condensation crispness variation, which decides the metal material condensation crispness property. The coordinate equation of A layer temperature variation and metal material condensation brittleness X is established as follow 
（8）
Through the above formula, it can be seen that, the bigger the temperature change is, the bigger the material condensation crispness will be. And the different temperature change have indirect effect on the change of metal material condensation brittleness, the different temperature change have nonlinear influence trend on the A layer. Unified treatment is processed for detected material temperature change, as shown in figure 2 . Figure 2 is the relationship diagram of influence of temperature variation on different metal material condensation brittleness. Different temperature change in the experiment of a same metal material, have different effect on detected material condensation crispness deformation. Figure 3 is the relationship analysis diagram of temperature variation and condensation crispness under the same metal material. 
Comparative analysis of methods
In order to validity the effectiveness of the measurement method proposed in the paper for the effect of temperature variation on metal materials condensation crispness, there is the need to perform an experiment. In the process of the experiment, the relevant data of sample can be described with the following In the area of average temperature value reaches -30 degree, respectively, with the traditional model and the proposed model to measure, the obtained experiment results can be described by The relevant data in the experiment is analyzed and organized to get Table 2 : With the proposed model to measure the effect of temperature variation on metal materials condensation crispness, gets the results of the highest accuracy.
Conclusions
This paper presents the method for measuring the effect of temperature variation on metal material condensation crispness based on least square method. The ultrasonic technology is utilized to collect related signal of metal material condensation crispness. The correlation between ultrasonic spectroscopy is calculated, according to the correlation to achieve anti interference treatment of ultrasonic, so as to provide data base for the measurement of the influence of temperature variation on the metal material condensation crispness. By using the least square method to complete the measurement of the influence of temperature variation on the metal material condensation crispness. The experimental results show that, on the basis of the proposed algorithm to measure the effect of temperature variations on metal material condensation crispness, can greatly improve the accuracy of measurement, so as to meet the needs of actual construction process.
